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‘...I want senior
members of
FCA staff,
including
myself, to hear
directly from
firms across the
UK to help us to
understand
more about the
work that you
do...’

Welcome to the September edition of Regulation
roundup. 

As the FCA’s new Chief Executive, I am extremely
keen that our role is well understood by the firms we
regulate. 

Being open to receiving and acting on feedback from a range
of stakeholders is key to our understanding of how the FCA
is perceived. I have already met a number of you to discuss
this and will continue to do so as we establish the FCA’s
Mission and embed it into business as usual. 

As part of this, we need to ensure that we represent the
whole of the UK and are not London centric. We have a
programme of regional engagement - many of you will have
attended our nationwide ‘Live and Local’ sessions - and
heard directly from us on topics including advice, mortgages
and consumer credit. 

I want senior members of FCA staff, including myself, to
hear directly from firms across the UK to help us to
understand more about the work that you do. 

So I will be starting a regional visit programme in the
coming months. I am keen to hear directly from some of you
about your experience of being regulated by the FCA and the



impact regulation has on your businesses. I want to hear
from different sectors in different areas and look forward to
meeting some of you to hear your views.

Hot topic: 
Ageing population
Demographic change offers a range of opportunities and
challenges that both the industry and regulators need to
address for the future. Older consumers have different
needs, preferences and behaviours to other groups of
consumers, and it is crucial that financial services are able to
adapt to meet these needs. 

In light of this, the FCA launched a programme of work on
the Ageing Population in February 2016, with a Discussion
Paper. 

Since launching the FCA's work in this area, the team have
analysed responses to our Discussion Paper and designed a
programme that looks holistically at the everyday issues
facing older consumers as they engage with financial
services. This includes analysis of how a range of products
and services are designed and distributed, across a number
of sectors including retail banking, financial advice, and
mortgages. 

We have published an interim update, which provides some
more information about the areas that we have chosen to
showcase and explore further as part of our initial work. If
you have questions about this work, or would like to get in
touch with the team, please email us.

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a9f62cb574b0a3be65b2c9367c573f9f435c651c69c6b6700
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82adc0b7370737e119cb3067ba06bebb2deb1296911f0c81a4f
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a755b8bc57b430e5d161b4b1aade980b0f2921a705db91023
mailto:dp16-01@fca.org.uk
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82aceb5267a63c0cea3e5365cb44cb6eb5ffc81135982deda6d


Hot topic: 
Financially vulnerable mortgage customers
We have published our review into mortgage lenders'
strategies to mitigate the impact of an interest rate rise on
financially vulnerable customers - particularly those less able
to cope with an increase in their monthly payment. 

Since the recent cut in interest rates, we recognise that
preparing for a rise may not seem like a high priority.
Nevertheless, as part of our on-going focus on the treatment
of existing customers, we are sharing the results of our
review to help firms and customers be prepared if interest
rates do rise. 

This work follows our 2014 thematic report, which looked
into mortgage lenders' arrears and forbearance policies and
procedures. 

Banks & building societies Investment managers &
stockbrokers

Senior Managers Regime:
Breaches of Conduct Reporting 
As part of the Senior Managers &
Certification Regime, firms must
submit annual data on breaches of
our Conduct Rules linked to
disciplinary action by conduct rules
staff other than Senior Managers
using ‘Form H’ (listed as REP008 in
Gabriel). 

We remind firms that the FCA
notification of Conduct Rule
breaches or ‘Form H’ (REP008)
reporting window opened on 1
September 2016 and will close on
31 October 2016. It covers the
timeframe from 7 March 2016 to
31 August 2016. 

It is mandatory for these firms to
submit Form H (REP008) via the
Gabriel system, including nil
returns. 

You can view the form via the
FCA Handbook. 

OP: Dark pools 
This week, we published our latest 
occasional paper, looking at the
impact of stale pricing in UK dark
pools – where prices are not
aligned with the latest ones
available on lit venues like the LSE.
The authors found that although
the economic impact of stale prices
is low, at around £4.2m a year,
high frequency traders are ending
up on the winning side in
essentially all of the stale trades
they are involved in. Read an
article by FCA economist Peter
O’Neill, which explains the findings,
on our Insight pages. 

MiFID II: Implementation
roundtable minutes
On 3 August 2016, we held another
MiFID II Trade Association
roundtable and have published the
minutes on our website. We
discussed a number of topics,
including MiFID II implementing
measures, ESMA Level 3 guidance

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a6c1be91fde9174b434d5767345a5392f83758bfa84dba9c5
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a7a78aae326f4b3bcc262d2f9c0b2adcf5679b8094f490f50
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a5fa8303927f1c3167235beae7cd1438a5b2fd297e7db4c69
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a758556b3b61bd05430ba666438cb89049c5d1f3c738d8282
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a09c9c07a72397a0e2eec0b7979ae2a1d103c59adeef4ab94
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a967143e95ca6d4e6e62413ab2d9ab8a7836879927441c738
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a8444eb8be58a4646f38ac47c9d6254479f5bf6ed5697a18d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a75e374d8a70f26a9d69915b0c385b2030ba1dfee9400fd09
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82aa995b703b6d57eb8473c04a36357999c9c6b9393c6a9f409


Financial Crime Conference 
We are holding our 
Financial Crime Conference in
London on 10 November 2016,
9:30am to 4pm, for MLROs, senior
management and compliance
practitioners from regulated firms,
and other interested parties. 

The conference will be introduced
by our CEO, Andrew Bailey, with
panels led by Megan Butler,
Executive Director and Nausicaa
Delfas, Director of Specialist
Division. It will also include top
speakers from the financial crime
community in keynote speeches
and panel sessions.

and UK implementation. 

Financial advisers Wealth managers & private
banks

Live & Local: Investment
events, East Anglia
We will be travelling to 
East Angliain October. Positive
Compliance will be on 4 and 5
October in Norwich, supervisory
workshop on professional
governance on 18 October in
Stansted, a roundtable with a
panel of FCA and industry
representatives on 20 October in
Peterborough and 1-2-1 surgery
sessions on 25 October in
Newmarket. Register for these
sessions on our 
East Anglia webpage. Follow our 
Linkedin and Twitter pages
#fcaliveandlocal 

CP: Pension Wise Standards 
This Consultation Paper seeks
views on proposed changes to the
standards which apply to Pension
Wise designated guidance
providers. These changes are
required as a result of the
Government's decision to extend
access to Pension Wise to
individuals considering selling their
annuity income and to their
contingent beneficiaries. 

OP: Dark pools 
This week, we have published our
latest occasional paper, looking
at the impact of stale pricing in UK
dark pools - where prices are not
aligned with the latest ones
available on lit venues like the LSE.
The authors found that although
the economic impact of stale prices
is low, at around £4.2m a year,
high frequency traders are ending
up on the winning side in
essentially all of the stale trades
they are involved in. Read an
article by FCA economist Peter
O'Neill ,which explains the findings,
on our Insight pages. 

MiFID II: Implementation
roundtable minutes
On 3 August 2016, we held another
MiFID II Trade Association
roundtable and have published the
minutes on our website. We
discussed a number of topics,
including MiFID II implementing
measures, ESMA Level 3 guidance
and UK implementation. 

Advising on P2P agreements 
A reminder that firms who wish to
remove the Advising on P2P
agreements regulated activity can

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a32e6a0f0c12b48dddd0141cf5916782c3c1cb9eae39f4922
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a32e6a0f0c12b48dddd0141cf5916782c3c1cb9eae39f4922
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a3c7543a92782a77763287971462ddc4dc41f12f77972cbb7
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a9cdf811e2e9eb95d268ccf9c872db8373240f7d4f8e7c20d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a5929b82b901e0f264d3ad138438cc32b39b597a25ac618fc
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82ad1247085e6c39b6c7e600552c725aec57081bbb5bf6117ae
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a013bc22db1c75a254a5af84c070152568f70dfb915c0c60f
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82ae8fcf9d57cdbe0f02dd983067e9f472137890282449529c1
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a7a78aae326f4b3bcc262d2f9c0b2adcf5679b8094f490f50
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82aacafee72fa80bd2600ce28f8a719d6dbbe9620c8ff384c8d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82ad81f286efe7fb89aab6475dab5473a8320a76848d3c6bada
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82afc347bced41daa2079a7c5f934bd3415158430ce3a2ea5f5
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82ae8df532cb317308763a083a1a1c0d30b1dd2dcf512bd9fbe


Fine and ban for financial
adviser
We have banned Elizabeth Anne
Parry from performing any function
in relation to any regulated
financial activity and fined her
£109,400 for lying repeatedly to
the regulator when asked about
her qualification status. 

MiFID II: Implementation
roundtable minutes
On 3 August 2016, we held another
MiFID II Trade Association
roundtable and have published the
minutes on our website. We
discussed a number of topics,
including MiFID II implementing
measures, ESMA Level 3 guidance
and UK implementation. 

Pension arrangements with
Guaranteed Income Benefits 
Since the introduction of pension
freedoms we have seen an
increase in customers with
guaranteed income benefits in their
pension arrangements giving them
up to take alternative benefits. We
are concerned that customers may
not fully understand the nature and
value of the guarantees they are
giving up. So we have decided to
conduct a small piece of work to
review how adequate firms'
customer communications in non-
advised sales propositions and
oversight activity are. We will also
look into what communications
firms have made to customers with
guaranteed income benefits ahead
of the proposed introduction of the
secondary annuities market. 

Advising on P2P agreements 
A reminder that firms who wish to
remove the Advising on P2P
agreements regulated activity can
continue to apply through the
simplified short form process
during October. This process will
then be closed down and all future
applications will be submitted via a
Variation of Permission application
through CONNECT.

continue to apply through the
simplified short form process
during October. This process will
then be closed down and all future
applications will be submitted via a
Variation of Permission application
through CONNECT. 

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82ad4aabe920e9644890321a5db754b772a2ec5d834968704d9
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a0156cf2f5163268673ac18bd2f72fd03859252d485aaea4b
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a02bc7975515efa1c16acc50ac18f10c8fa5520c569f7253c
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82aa557696d9bf93991553c1e67d127e5c818597fc56479e1a4
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82ad2cbf81d312219b9af21c40ae88f6de53b7f33c73d9c8d10


Mortgage advisers Insurers & insurance
intermediaries

Live & Local: Mortgage event,
East Anglia
We will be travelling to 
East Anglia in October. The
Positive Compliance - Mortgage
Session will be on 4 October in
Norwich. Register for this session
on our East Anglia webpage.
Follow our Linkedin and Twitter
pages #fcaliveandlocal 

Advising on P2P agreements
A reminder that firms who wish to
remove the Advising on P2P
agreements regulated activity can
continue to apply through the
simplified short form process
during October. This process will
then be closed down and all future
applications will be submitted via a
Variation of Permission application
through CONNECT. 

Mortgage Business Expo
We will be at the 
Mortgage Business Expo in
London on 13 October 2016. Come
and see us on stand number D5.

Live & Local: General insurance
events, East Anglia
We will be travelling to 
East Angliain October. The culture
and governance presentation will
be on 6 October in Norwich, a
supervisory workshop on delivering
fair customer outcomes on 19
October in Stansted and a
roundtable with a panel of FCA and
industry representatives on 20
October in Peterborough. Firms in
the East Anglia region can also
book a 30 minute telephone
conversation with one of our
supervisors. Register for the East
Anglia sessions on our webpage.
Follow our Linkedin and Twitter
pages #fcaliveandlocal 

Principals and their appointed
representatives video
We held an event with principal
firms within the general insurance
sector to set out our findings and
expectations following our 
Thematic Review. We recorded
the event, which you can now
watch. The recording is broken
down into separate chapters for
ease of viewing. 

CP: Pension Wise Standards 
This Consultation Paper seeks
views on proposed changes to the
standards applied to Pension Wise
designated guidance providers.
These changes are required as a
result of the Government’s decision
to extend access to Pension Wise
to individuals considering selling
their annuity income and to their
contingent beneficiaries. 

Pension arrangements with
Guaranteed Income Benefits 
Since the introduction of pension
freedoms we have seen an
increase in customers with
guaranteed income benefits in their
pension arrangements giving them
up to take alternative benefits. We
are concerned that customers may
not fully understand the nature and
value of the guarantees they are
giving up. So we have decided to

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a590d97f5e7cfda793f7f00cac78d20a85ce7afbd23803531
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a9cdf811e2e9eb95d268ccf9c872db8373240f7d4f8e7c20d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a5929b82b901e0f264d3ad138438cc32b39b597a25ac618fc
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82ad1247085e6c39b6c7e600552c725aec57081bbb5bf6117ae
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a013bc22db1c75a254a5af84c070152568f70dfb915c0c60f
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a4d38c6f604e9829ae165f68a9245d35e508d5fdac1ee39dd
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a89a6ed0615d5b91ca3981a40468ce3c40d0bd010771379ef
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a198ee4b7625d85743d0f5c939101850f4ab0e02f367e0c28
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a3c7543a92782a77763287971462ddc4dc41f12f77972cbb7
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a9cdf811e2e9eb95d268ccf9c872db8373240f7d4f8e7c20d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a1e5f9dfa7b5bf38860f534de8dbb9096fdbaf71c9e052076
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82ad1247085e6c39b6c7e600552c725aec57081bbb5bf6117ae
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a013bc22db1c75a254a5af84c070152568f70dfb915c0c60f
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82af2759e791b3f22325bcb6fab27fa0e4376c7cbc5f90d7837
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a485f69e57953f17a4dc73994b5272f910f93c30d2ce9fae6
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a507d0639b196e8ac25d8f42c7c0b00b98ad8e0114da280a9


conduct a small piece of work to
review how adequate firms’
customer communications in non-
advised sales propositions and
oversight activity are. We will also
look into what communications
firms have made to customers with
guaranteed income benefits ahead
of the proposed introduction of the
secondary annuities market. 

Advising on P2P agreements 
A reminder that firms who wish to
remove the Advising on P2P
agreements regulated activity can
continue to apply through the
simplified short form process
during October. This process will
then be closed down and all future
applications will be submitted via a
Variation of Permission application
through CONNECT.

Consumer credit Credit unions

Advising on P2P agreements 
A reminder that firms who wish to
remove the Advising on P2P
agreements regulated activity can
continue to apply through the
simplified short form process
during October. This process will
then be closed down and all future
applications will be submitted via a
Variation of Permission application
through CONNECT. 

Senior Managers Regime:
Breaches of Conduct Reporting 
As part of the Senior Managers &
Certification Regime, firms must
submit annual data on breaches of
our Conduct Rules linked to
disciplinary action by conduct rules
staff other than Senior Managers
using ‘Form H’ (listed as REP008 in
Gabriel). 

Firms are reminded that the FCA
notification of Conduct Rule
breaches or ‘Form H’ (REP008)
reporting window opened on 1
September 2016 and will close on
31 October 2016. It covers the
timeframe from 7 March 2016 to
31 August 2016. If there have
been no breaches of the Conduct
Rules within this timeframe, credit
unions do not need to submit Form
H (REP008). 

Credit Unions are encouraged to
submit Form H via the Gabriel
system (where it is listed as
REP008) but can also submit by
email or post. 

For firms not using Gabriel, you

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a7156beed88517304bfbb8cafed945311d7de0661f9f00343
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82ad87210c34b96f2e2e50864ee78b9b3439a21db90e68acafa
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a80df9c6bb3b7f971633c349afffb0f0e4a2e143fc7539758
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82adf2e156f54cb6b41887a19f15efe235c766e8ceabdfd26e7


can access the form via the FCA
Handbook 

Credit Union Governance
webinar
We recently ran a webinar on
Credit Union Governance – you can
now watch it in the dedicated 
Credit Union section of our
website. The webinar aims to help
improve standards of governance
in credit unions by giving practical
examples from our work. 

People who have already registered
and viewed the webinar have
asked for downloadable slides.
These are now available to
download in PDF form in the
'Resource List' section of the 
webinar page. The slides are
available to both new and
previously registered viewers.

Events & Publications

Live & Local: East Anglia 
Throughout October, Live & Local
events will take place across 
East Anglia with sessions for
investment, general insurance and
mortgage firms. They include Positive
Compliance sessions for investment
and mortgage advisers focusing on the
advice process and a presentation on
culture and governance specifically for
GI firms. Supervisory workshops, one-
to-one sessions with our supervisors,
and roundtables with a panel of FCA
and industry representatives are also 
open for registration. For other
regions, including 
West Midlands in November, visit
our webpage.

FCA Financial Crime Conference 

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a8f1a65c092c35b3aa65aaf121068b76c7c23b8f2d43ae9ee
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a87c8b2531bec9cef62b8d521f63b6f0754472e4fc8ce4bb9
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a8e4ecb5d6376829ac1dbb6fa1acaec2fcbec975143d37877
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a63c5ba520f7bfd6dbab1ca403222df12402866f4046b1563
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a590d97f5e7cfda793f7f00cac78d20a85ce7afbd23803531
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a9cdf811e2e9eb95d268ccf9c872db8373240f7d4f8e7c20d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82acaafc1aa0ba51b87c1b86ce07622372b61fbadec2230f386
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a287ee0624e3582f03c2dd6867fc3c6a3f58a7d54257258e7
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a5e219ed766916f582dadb7ca2c55b3128eb720dfe2ac685b
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=3c90e6d767e5d82a667a49827e290644a297af27d3c0527e3a3e44e19e7682f6


We are holding our 
FCA Financial Crime Conference in
London on 10 November 2016, 9:30am
to 4pm, for MLROs, senior
management and compliance
practitioners from regulated firms and
other interested parties. 

The conference will be introduced by
our CEO, Andrew Bailey, with panels
led by Megan Butler, Executive
Director, and Nausicaa Delfas, Director
of Specialist Division. It will also
include top speakers from the financial
crime community in keynote speeches
and panel sessions. 

CP: Fees 

Quarterly Consultation paper 

Policy Development Update 

PPI figures 

Review of FCA’s appropriate
qualification exam standards
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